
 

 

South Slope/BCSD Elementary PAC 

Minutes from: Wednesday November 28, 2018 

PAC Executive: Kim Godwin, Mark Van, Heather Ratzlaff, Charlotte Brown 
Parents: Clint Weiler, Lisa Zhou, Feyona McKenna, Sergei Shalaev, Ryan Sakounkhou, Fran van 
Buytenen, Yasu Shigemitsu 
Staff: Maria Perez, Catherine Bennett  
 
Item A) Introduction and Welcome  
 
Item B) PAC Executive Announcement  
Heather is stepping down now that she is working. Kim will be taking over as chair.  
 
How do we include the BCSD 8-12 grades? We have nothing to offer them except for money. We need 
to come up with a solution for how to make sure they get the grant money. 
 
Discussion with government for the gaming account to separate the BCSD 8-12 PAC and associate them 
with the high school. Only allowed to have one PAC per school. Also, how much money does the BCSD 
high school get? Currently all the money just comes here.  
 
Almost $6400 last year. This year was over $7000. 216 student South Slope, 45 BCSD K-7, 45-50 BCSD 
high school. This is roughly $21 dollars per student. We hope to be able to give the high school students 
their portion of the money. The money has to come through our PAC, but if there is a parent executive 
from BCSD coming to us and asking for the money and it goes through the correct channels, then we 
should be able to give them that money (as long as it is allocated for the right things). 
  
Kim will be contacting another parent contact from the PCC who might also be able to work as a 
representative between our PAC and the high school so the money can be distributed.  
 
PCC is sort of like a PAC for BCSD. Roles are different though. Gwen is the rep.  
 
PCC is here for K-12 but no fundraising is done - this is Cathy’s understanding. It is not the same as a 
PAC.  
 
High school parents came to this PAC meeting last month because they wanted to know about the 
money that was available for grades 8-12 BCSD – very different needs from BCSD K-7.  
 
Item B) Review and Motion to Accept  
 
Item C) Staff Reports 
 
Principals Report for South Slope 
Student led conferences/open house conferences this week. Step towards reporting period. Plus 
portfolios, then report cards that come home. Part of reporting process for first term. So far feedback 
has been very good. After cards go home will invite feedback from parents. Not asking if parents want to 
go back to old system, but asking how we can enhance the information that is going home. Busy few 
weeks. Some teachers here till 9pm.  



 

 

 
Science group has been happening on Tuesday afternoons through Burnaby parks and rec program.  
 
Maria thought letters had gone home Thursday regarding the jingle bell walk. But they didn’t. 
Something happened during transition to new the secretary. Will go out tomorrow. Dec 5th kids go out 
and drop off flyers to say they will be back the next day to pick up canned goods. Letter talks about 
parent volunteers as each division needs a driver. We received a lot of donations last year. 
 
Golfing for both programs grade 5’s coming in December. In January and February both schools going 
skating.  
 
Christmas concert December 13th at 6:30pm. Just SouthSlope as BCSD can not always attend in the 
evenings.  
 
A lot more information has been posted on the website. Calendars are updated.  
 
Principals Report for BCSD 
 
Very similar to South Slope. Two times a year the IUP meetings go forward – have just finished those 
and will review in the spring to see if student have met expectations. Conferences this week, report 
cards coming up. Three-way conference – change from other years. Tying to get core skills and 
curriculum in there. A more robust piece for parents. Getting better. Hoping to have them out in mid 
December.  
 
Website is still a work in progress. Covers K-12 still uses South Slope connections and BCSD connection 
so we still need to have just a K-12 BCSD website. Do have the school wide plan going forward. Hoping 
to look at technology and leadership skills. Trying to pull these pieces into a strategic plan.  
 
Had two open positions - an LSS and a counsellor. Still advertising for those positions. New secretaries. 
BCSD not completely new – after Christmas she will be full time and this will be fantastic for 
communication moving forward.  
 
SEL social emotional learning – hot topic across the province. Tuesday and Thursdays half an hour of 
different topics based on what we’re observing in the students lives. Tuesday is lecture, then Thursdays 
is an activity.  
 
We used to have ASL classes for students – interpreter or EA teaching that class and there were some 
union issues around that. But for students and staff this is not an issue if there is somebody wanting to 
teach that.  
 
But for students how do we best have an ASL class? Previously there was someone teaching one day a 
week. Maria and Catherine will discuss and let us know next meeting.  
 
Item E) Financial Update  
 
Gaming – $8906.69 
Non-Gaming - $5825.01 ($375 still coming out for Subway lunch $5451.27) 
 



 

 

Donations – $13, 489 (tax account so parents get tax receipts) 
 
Water fountain – waitlist for it to be installed. Mark suggest we get another one. We have the money. 
The school paid for it but we can reimburse the school.  
 
Mark went to DPAC meeting – would love another volunteer to go. Maria gets a lot of the information 
from the board. Rest of the information didn’t really have anything to offer for our group.  
 
Classroom sundry – only 2-3teachers have submitted their receipts. Many are waiting till end of the 
year.  
 
Interpreters for this meeting – how and where do we go to get money and book interpreters for our 
meeting, because were paying out of pocket and taking money away from the children. Maria – this is a 
PAC meeting and PAC funds it. But interpreters are a requirement for the meeting. Interpreters don’t 
normally work at this time so its not generally covered.  
 
Precedent of PAC paying – as long as deaf staff coming it was the responsibility of the school. But this 
has not happened.  
 
Can we share this expense with the BCSD and the PAC? Most parents are South Slope, so it would need 
to be shared South Slope, BCSD, and the PAC.  
 
Now that Heather isn’t going to be here someone else is going to have to organize interpreters.  
 
Not an option for a parent volunteer because we have to hire a professional if we can.  
 
Best idea is a three-way shared expense. Don’t want to have someone here we’re paying and then not 
need them. 
 
Jeanine will be coming as VP – they will be sharing the responsibility. She is not deaf so wouldn’t need 
an interpreter.  
 
BCSD pay for the interpreters for the PCC.  
 
If a parent from South Slope came to the meeting without warning and we did not have an interpreter, 
that would not be inclusive.  
 
Item G) Fundraising Update 
 
Made $750 for subway lunch. Good fundraising venue for us. Will look for dates going forward. Jan, Feb, 
April, May.  Need parent volunteers for this. 46 percent profit on this. One of the easier ones for us to 
do. Update to form to include hot lunch tick box so staff know who is not going to be getting a hot lunch 
that day.  
 
Neufeld forms due tomorrow and counting cash Friday. Pick up Monday Dec 10th at 330pm. May not do 
in April because its not as popular at that time of year.  
 
Cobbs Mabel’s Labels ongoing.  



 

 

Item H) Ongoing Business  
 
Technology request – coming. In our budget. Schools projector has broken down so school has ordered 
one. Asked to do a cost share with BCSD. $1700 for this. The technology request for this will come. 
Rather than do a cost share would love to just get this money from PAC.  
 
Telus Wise – looking at online safety. Social media concerns. Workshops for schools. Different levels. 
Ones for primary, elementary, high schools, ones for parents. Will look at coordinating something for 
the students in Feb. Also considering one for parents at a PAC meeting. And staff are interested as well.  
 
Clint – in conversation with two companies about resurfacing Ecopave, Vancouver safety surfaces. 
Ongoing conversations. Waiting to hear back from pricing. Maria will contact the board to see if we can 
use these people. Ecopave have apparently done schools before.  
 
Item I) New Business 
 
Looking for an interim PAC member for executive for now, until our AGM in the spring.  
 
Best way to contact PAC? School website and PAC page. Address on form should be changed.  
 
LSS position being posted – Kenna has resigned. Looking for new LSS. Last day is Friday.  
 
Item J) Next Meeting January 23rd, 2018  
 
Meeting Adjourned: 7:54pm  
 

 


